It is claimed that radiative corrections maintain the proportionality between the neutrino mass and the neutrino-majoron coupling and never give rise to enhanced decay rates in conventional majoron models. The coupling of a majoron to neutrinos is calculated at one loop level in various models, including the singlet majoron model and the Zee model with a majoron. When the respective corrections to the mass matrix are taken into account the wouldbe non-diagonal terms in the neutrino-majoron coupling are rotated away. It is pointed out that the coincidence between neutrino mass matrices and neutrino-majoron couplings is not accidental, but is a general consequence of N other's theorem. N other's theorem also implies that the majoron coupling to charged fermions is always diagonal in the fermion mass basis, and it vanishes completely in the singlet majoron models. 12.15Lk, 12.60Fr, 13.15+g, 13.35Hb, 14.60Lm, 14.80Mz Typeset using REVT E X hep-ph/9511416 HU-TFT-95-70 y Juha.Peltoniemi@Helsinki.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the models explaining naturally a small neutrino mass break the global B-Lsymmetry that is present in the Standard Model. Here is considered the case that the symmetry is broken spontaneously, by a non-zero vacuum expectation value of a new scalar eld. As a consequence of this, there will arise a massless Goldstone boson, majoron (J).
In models with a massless majoron a massive neutrino may decay to a lighter neutrino state and a majoron. The life time of a neutrino is given by = 32 j j 2 m ; (1) where is the non-diagonal majoron coupling, and m is the mass of the decaying neutrino, and the daughter neutrino is assumed to be much lighter.
If the neutrinos are expected to form the dark matter, or part of it, they should be su ciently long lived, i.e. should have a life time at least as long as the age of the universe (t 0 10 17 s). On the other hand, a su ciently rapid decay allows the neutrinos to have masses above 100 eV, forbidden for stable neutrinos. To be consistent with the present status of the universe, one requires 1, 2] < t 0 h 4 100eV m 2 ; (2) where h is the normalized Hubble constant. The models of large scale structure formation impose limits that are several magnitudes more stringent, though more model dependent 3].
Typically the neutrino-majoron coupling is equal to the neutrino mass divided by the vacuum expectation value of the scalar eld. Although this coupling itself may not be small, the decay amplitudes may be strongly suppressed. This is due to the fact that the majoron coupling matrix will be be diagonalised simultaneously with the mass matrix (just as the standard model higgs coupling is diagonal in the mass basis). For example, in the triplet majoron model the tree level majoron coupling is exactly diagonal in the mass basis.
In models where some components of the mass matrix are generated by a di erent mechanism than others, due to the di erent quantum numbers of the neutrinos involved, the coincidence of the mass and majoron coupling is broken. The simplest example is the see-saw model 4, 5] with a singlet majoron 6], where only the Majorana mass of the righthanded sector breaks the lepton symmetry, and the Dirac mass components obey it. Thus non-diagonal majoron couplings arise at tree level, though these may be very small due to a characteristic hierarchy of these models 7] .
It is not so evident that this structure is maintained beyond the tree level. Indeed, it has been claimed 8, 9 ] that radiative corrections would induce non-diagonal components to the neutrino-majoron couplings. According to Ref. 8] , the graph 7 d should allegedly induce a su ciently large non-diagonal coupling to make light neutrinos essentially unstable in the triplet majoron model.
Here I will show that the appearance of non-diagonal elements is not true. Since we are actually interested in the form of the majoron coupling in the true mass basis, it is not enough to consider the corrections to the majoron coupling, but one should also take into account the respective corrections into the mass matrix. It will turn out that the mass eigenbasis is also rotated in such a way that the majoron coupling returns to the diagonal form. This is shown generally, in a model independent way, using the conservation of currents. To be sure, it is also proven explicitly in several models, by calculating the loops. Previously it has been shown that in a simpli ed singlet majoron model the radiative corrections do not enhance the decay 10].
In this paper I will calculate at one loop level the neutrino-majoron coupling in the singlet majoron model explicitly, more generally than in 10]. It is found that radiative corrections to the mass matrix coincide with the corrections to the majoron couplings, so that the neutrino decay is described su ciently well by the tree level result. It is shown also that at one loop level the neutrino-majoron coupling is exactly diagonal (in the mass eigenbasis) in the majoronic version of the Zee model 11, 12] . It is also argued that the results apply to other similar models, like the triplet, doublet 13, 14] , singlet-triplet, doublet-triplet or singlet-doublet-triplet majoron models, as well as other radiative models. It is evident that this is true also for more complicated models where the majoron is incorporated in some Susy or GUT scenario whose low energy characteristics resemble the models considered here.
It has also been widely believed that radiative corrections would induce a coupling of a majoron to charged leptons, even when the tree level coupling would be zero. Because of these couplings the heavy leptons might then decay as`? 2 !`? 1 J. However, the current argument implies that the radiative corrections do not induce any non-diagonal couplings, and in models where the majoron is a singlet the majoron does not couple at all to any charged fermion.
II. GENERAL APPROACHES
In Ref. 10 ] it was claimed that the diagonality of the majoron coupling is a direct consequence of the renormalisation procedure. According to this principle, any results obtained at the symmetric phase, i.e. for a zero vacuum expectation value, should be analytically continuable to the phase where this symmetry is hidden due to the arising non-zero vacuum expectation value. Hence the coincidence of mass and scalar couplings should be manifest. However, this kind of treatment is valid only for renormalisable dimension 4 terms. Higher dimension terms can arise already at one loop level.
Another approach based on N other's theorem was presented in Ref. 13] , for the doublet majoron model. Below this is generalized to an arbitrary model.
Majoron models always contain two U(1) symmetries, one associated with the hypercharge Y and the other with the lepton number L. For each symmetry one can de ne a current
where h runs over scalar states and f over fermion states, and L i and Y i label the lepton number and the hypercharge of particle i, respectively. Whenever the symmetry is exact these currents are conserved, i.e. @ J L;Y = 0: (5) Furthermore, the currents are conserved also after the spontaneous breaking of the symmetry, as long as the underlying theory itself is renormalisable and anomaly free. However, anomalies break N other's theorem by instanton e ects, and for exactly this reason we should expand the lepton number symmetry to include baryons (B ? L).
In the phase of spontaneously broken symmetries we can shift the neutral components by their vacuum expectation values, so that the equations (3) and (4) 
where the j include the other terms of Eqs. (3) and (4) . The rst order terms in (7) consist of the unphysical Goldstone mode associated with the Z boson, by de nition, while those in (6) include both the unphysical higgs and the true Goldstone boson, majoron. The majoron is de ned as
where
Arranging the terms, using the conservation of currents (5), and eliminating the would-be Goldstone mode of Z, one obtains
Now one can see that the neutrino-majoron coupling should be of the form
Using the Dirac equation (for Majorana neutrinos) one can extract the coupling constant
where m a;b are Majorana masses of neutrinos a,b. (For Dirac neutrinos the result is different.) One sees immediately that a necessary and su cient condition for the majoron coupling being diagonal in the neutrino mass basis is that all neutrinos are identical in their hypercharge and lepton numbers To be sure that the above reasoning is correct, below it will be proven explicitly that one loop corrections give results in full agreement with the above results, in the singlet majoron model with the see-saw mechanism and the Zee model.
III. SINGLET MAJORON MODEL
A. Tree level The singlet majoron model 15] is the most evident extension to the standard model containing a majoron. This model involves, beside the Standard Model particles, three right handed neutrinos, with a canonical lepton number 1, and a neutral scalar with lepton number 2. The Yukawa interactions of neutrinos are given by 0 L f R + R h R ; (13) where is the standard model higgs doublet, and L and R are 3 dimensional vectors representing the three neutrino avors, and the coupling constants f and h are respectively 3 3 matrices. After the spontaneous symmetry breaking by a non-zero vacuum expectation value of , h i w p 2 ; (14) there will be a massless majoron, J, as the imaginary part of the eld, (18) with masses M 1 and M 2 . The Goldstone modes do not mix, as carries no hypercharge, and has no lepton number. The tree level neutrino mass matrix reads now
where M D and M M are 3 3 matrices. This can be block diagonalised by the matrix 16, 17] 
The remaining submatrix of the light neutrinos can be diagonalised by a further rotation in that subpart by a ( 3 3 
B. Radiative corrections
Calculate now exactly the most important radiative corrections to the mass and majoron coupling. The graphs contributing to the mass are presented in gs. 3 and 5 while the graphs with an external majoron are depicted in gs. 2, 4 and 6. To obtain maximum clarity, we do our calculations in the weak (chirality) basis of the external states, labeling the lefthanded states with i; j and the right-handed states by a; b. The readers interested in a more elaborate treatment in the tree level mass basis with further rerotations into the corrected mass basis should consult the ref. 10]. The internal particles are always considered to be mass eigenstates. Moreover, at the desired accuracy we can assume that the heavy mass eigenstates coincide with the right-handed states. Hence the coupling can be taken to be diagonal. All the loop calculations are performed in the Feynman-t'Hooft gauge.
Let us start with the corrections to the left-handed states. The graphs contributing to the mass matrix are presented in gure 1. The two graphs containing scalars diverge separately, but their sum is nite, giving 
The graph with Z exchange (1 b) requires a more careful treatment. It is now compulsory to take all the neutrino states into account as the internal lines: ignoring the light states would leave a diverging integral. From the de nition of one sees that these two sets of graphs are indeed of the same order in , and can be summed. In the lowest order of one obtains 
The Z contribution to the majoron coupling (Fig. 2 b) 
where the equation (23) i : (35) At tree level there was no coupling of a majoron between a left-and a right-handed neutrino. At one loop level, the graphs presented in gures 4 would contribute to such a coupling. However, it turns out that these graphs cancel so that there is no respective majoron coupling at all. This is shown in the Appendix.
Continue then with the components involving only the right-handed neutrino states. i : (37) There is another graph with and J lines interchanged which gives exactly the same contribution. The graphs (6b) with the majoron coupling to the fermion line diverge separately, but together they sum up to the nite result i : (38) The rest of the contributing graphs can be ignored since they are of higher order in .
Summing up all contributions, one sees that the one loop contributions to the majoron couplings are given by
From
IV. RADIATIVE MODELS
A. Majoronic Zee model
The model of Zee 11, 12] is the simplest mechanism to generate the neutrino masses radiatively. This model is often incorporated with a global symmetry, which can be a avor dependent Zeldovich-Konopinski-Mahmoud symmetry 18, 19] or a modi cation of it 20, 21] . Here I restrict on the variant where this symmetry is the canonical lepton number symmetry, whose spontaneous breakdown then produces the majoron.
There are several ways to insert the majoron to the Zee model. The simplest is to assume the majoron to be composed of the doublets present in the Zee model 13]. This variant is, however, incompatible with the LEP results, so one has to add more higgses. In the following is considered the case that the majoron emerges from a singlet eld. Another possibility would be to add a third doublet, in the same spirit as in the model of Ref. 14]. The nal results are equal for all cases, up to a trivial scalar mixing factor in the majoron couplings.
The considered model has the minimal Standard Model fermion sector, including no right-handed neutrinos, with canonical lepton numbers. The higgs sector consists of the standard higgs doublet , one singly charged singlet scalar ? , one additional doublet ', and a neutral scalar . Both of the singlets have lepton number 2 while the doublets do not carry any lepton number.
Only 
where is a dimensionless coupling constant. After the spontaneous symmetry breakings we have 3 charged scalars, one of which is eaten up by W. It is su cient to describe their mixing by two mixing angles: is the mixing between physical and unphysical components,
and is the mixing between the physical eigenstates,
where 
Hence one has also in this model exactly m ij = ij w (48) at one loop level.
B. Other radiative models
It is obvious now that these results can be generalized to other radiative models with similar kind of loops. One example of them is the model considered in 22]. In it it was proposed that singlet neutrinos could be light, with radiatively generated masses. It can be shown that in that model the radiatively induced neutrino-majoron coupling is diagonal, and the neutrinos are essentially stable, justifying the motivation for the model of having the singlet neutrinos as dark matter.
A more trivial case is the model of Babu 23 ] with a singlet majoron. In that model the mass is generated at two loop level, and the majoron couples only to the charged scalar bosons. Hence it is free from any serious constraints from lepton phenomenology. The mass in now given by the graph 10a, while the majoron coupling results from 10b. These graphs are trivially proportional to each others.
There is a plethora of other models with radiative generation of masses. Many of them use non-canonical family dependent lepton number assignment or light right-handed neutrinos. In such scenarios the neutrino decay can take place via the lowest order graphs, and it may not be suppressed essentially.
V. TRIPLET MAJORON MODEL
The triplet majoron model 24] is the simplest alternative to produce neutrino masses without right-handed neutrinos. It was formerly very popular, but the LEP results were rather detrimental to this model, excluding it in its simplest forms. The triplet scenario itself is not dead, however, it survives as a part of more complicated models, e.g. the singlettriplet model. Hence it is well motivated to study the triplet model as a starting point to more elaborate models.
In the triplet majoron models one adds to the minimal standard model a triplet eld , with hypercharge 2 and lepton number 2. It couples to lepton doublets ( L ) via the coupling 
The majoron has also a coupling to the charged fermions, via the doublet component. In Ref. 8] it was claimed that the graph 7a would yield the non-diagonal couplings. Indeed, it contributes to the majoron couplings, rotating the neutrino-majoron coupling matrix from its original basis. However, there are other graphs to be taken into account, for instance the graph 7b that contributes to the mass matrix. One must be very careful with the graphs in this case, due to the peculiarities of this case. For example, the graph (a) gives in fact a higher dimension term , so that the majoron coupling emerges only after gets a vacuum expectation value, while the respective mass correction (b) is there even if would have zero vacuum expectation value. Furthermore, the mass correction is divergent so that an appropriate renormalisation procedure should be applied for the results to make sense. The renormalisation then can and should be done in the symmetric phase, so that the results remain to be valid also after the breaking of the symmetries, for the shifted elds.
Being now convinced that the argument of current conservation is su cient, the calculation of the loops is skipped. Instead the results obtained in the section II by N other's theorem are applied. From the formula (12) 
There will be no new graphs contributing to the mass or to the majoron coupling of neutrinos, hence the above results apply, corrected only by some mixing factors. Thus the neutrinos can be considered absolutely stable in the singlet-triplet majoron model with the minimum fermion contents. Allowing the existence of the right-handed neutrinos would lead to a case where the neutrino mass is generated mixedly by the triplet eld and by the singlet eld through the see-saw mechanism. It is reminded that despite the two di erent mechanisms for the light neutrino mass, the neutrino-majoron coupling remains diagonal at 2 7] . At one loop level the result is corrected by all the graphs considered for both the singlet and the triplet majoron model, with only the scalar mixing factors being more complicated. There appear also some new graphs due to the mixing of the majoron with the doublet higgs. Again, instead of calculating the graphs, the result (12) 
where the non-diagonal parts emerge from the latter terms.
B. Doublet majoron models
The doublet majoron models 13] have also su ered from the results of LEP. In the simplest version of it, one adds to the standard model a new scalar doublet with lepton number 1. Then we need also three right-handed neutrinos which carry no lepton number, so that their Majorana mass term can appear in the bare Lagrangian. As a result of the spontaneous breaking of the lepton number (and SU(2) U(1) as well) the neutrinos get Dirac mass terms. The mass matrix is diagonalised exactly as in the singlet majoron case, and the light neutrinos get their masses due to the see-saw mechanism.
Apart from the singlet majoron model, the majoron couples only between the left-and right-handed neutrinos. Due to the explicit non-coincidence of the mass matrix and majoron couplings, the majoron coupling can be non-diagonal even at the tree level. In the mass basis the majoron coupling is given by (58) Coincidentally, the non-diagonal majoron coupling of the light neutrinos is given by the same equation as that of the singlet majoron model (with an insigni cant sign di erence). However, in the doublet majoron model (despite the apparently similar formula) the neutrino majoron coupling constant is generally larger, since the scale w is supposed to be lower than in the singlet majoron model.
It is easy to verify explicitly that the result is valid also with the radiative corrections. All the relevant loops are well-behaving graphs, structurally similar to those considered in singlet majoron case, giving together convergent results. Omitting the explicit proof, one concludes that the loops do not add any relevant contribution, as follows from the current conservation.
Recently a variant of the doublet majoron model 14] was presented that adds another (third) doublet to the model. This allows the eld to be heavy enough to disallow the decay Z ! J , without invoking a too big majoron coupling to the charged leptons. Another remedy is to add a singlet scalar. In neither case there will arise any new contributions up to one loop level, since the introduced particles do not couple to leptons.
C. Doublet-triplet models
For completeness, consider nally the theoretical doublet-triplet model. In this scenario the majoron consists of a triplet and a doublet that does not have to be the standard model doublet. Since the new doublet does not couple to leptons, the results of the triplet majoron models apply, with some trivial corrections due to mixing. Hence, the majoron is now given by 
being truly diagonal.
With this particle contents one can avoid the inconsistency between Z decay width and parameter, but the model yet fails to satisfy the astrophysical constraints for any natural choice of parameters. To cure that, one should add more higgses, and as long as they do not couple to leptons, there are no new one-loop graphs to be taken into account. In any case the general result guarantees that there are no new e ects due to the higher order corrections.
VII. MAJORON COUPLING TO CHARGED FERMIONS
It has been often speculated (see 16, 25] for a few examples) that a substantial coupling between majorons and charged leptons would arise by radiative corrections. Since the phenomenology of the charged leptons is relatively well understood, the laboratory experiments, as well as astrophysical considerations, constrain such couplings severely.
We can derive the general majoron coupling to Dirac fermions using the same method of current conservation as for neutrinos. Hence we obtain
for a fermion f with the standard quantum number assignments, and a Dirac mass m f . The above result (61) would imply that in the singlet majoron models the majoron does not couple to any other known fermion than neutrinos. Such a conclusion might also appear obvious from the initial form of the e ective coupling, y ff. In models where the majoron is composed of non-singlet components it couples to fermions already at the tree level, via its doublet component. However, according to (61), the majoron coupling should be always diagonal in all models with the standard fermion sector, and hence the decay f ! f 0 J should be forbidden.
Let us now consider as an example a speci c model in more detail. The simplest case is a model with a singlet majoron that does not couple directly to fermions, but has a coupling with other scalars, introduced e.g. to generate radiative mass terms. Hence we assume three new scalars, 1 , 2 and , where can be doubly charged scalars, as in 25], or some other representation. Now the loops depicted in the gure 11 would apparently induce a coupling of the majoron to the charged leptons. However, the coupling J i j is antisymmetric, from which it directly follows that the graphs with di erent scalar mass eigenstates cancel. Hence the majoron coupling to the charged lepton vanishes in this model.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
It was claimed that in models with spontaneously broken lepton number symmetries the radiative corrections do not enhance the invisible decay rates of neutrinos. The graphs with external majorons are always accompanied with similar graphs without majorons that contribute to the mass, and the resulting mass and majoron coupling matrices turn out to be simultaneously diagonal.
It was explicitly demonstrated that in the singlet majoron model the dominant component to neutrino decay appears at tree level, and the radiative corrections do not enhance it.
It was found that the coincidence between the neutrino mass and the neutrino-majoron coupling is maintained also in models where both are generated radiatively. The neutrinomajoron coupling at one loop level was calculated exactly in the Zee model with a singlet majoron. It is evident that the result applies to other radiative models with similar ingredients.
A general proof for the coincidence between mass matrix and neutrino majoron coupling was given using N other's theorem. This result is valid for all well-behaving theories up to in nite radiative corrections.
We can conclude that the neutrino-majoron coupling is strictly diagonal, and the neutrinos are stable against a decay to a majoron in models where all neutrinos have identical lepton number and hypercharge. This is the case in all models with the minimal fermion content and a canonical lepton number assignment. Examples include triplet and doublet majoron models and their derivatives not containing the right-handed neutrinos.
The general arguments apply also to the coupling of majorons to other fermions. Hence in models where the majoron has a doublet component it couples to charged fermions at tree level, and the radiative corrections do not induce any non-diagonal components. In models where the majoron is made of singlets it does not couple at all to charged leptons or quarks having conventional quantum numbers. It was shown explicitly that in a speci c singlet majoron model the one-loops apparently contributing to such a coupling vanish. These results do not necessarily apply for models with non-canonical lepton number assignments and exotic fermions.
The above arguments do not forbid higher dimension terms involving many majorons, like ffJJ, that could be induced radiatively. Nevertheless even though such terms would appear, they would be very small, especially the non-diagonal components. Moreover, the decay f 2 ! f 1 J n would be suppressed by phase space arguments.
It has been speculated that the global symmetry may be broken both explicitly and spontaneously 26]. This might destabilize neutrinos even in models where they are otherwise stable, if the majoron remains su ciently massless. For instance, in the triplet majoron model, a small gravitationally induced neutrino mass of O(10 ?5 ) eV is su ciently big to cause any neutrino considered relevant for the dark matter to decay in time scales much less than the age of the universe. On the other hand, in typical singlet majoron models the majoron coupling is so small that the gravitationally induced mass is not su cient to enhance the decay rate.
The explicit symmetry breaking may also induce a mass to the majoron. Its mass could be as high as tens of keV in which case one does not talk about the decay of light neutrinos, even if the explicit symmetry breaking terms might induce sizable non-diagonal couplings. Many astrophysical constraints do not apply for such majorons which may give more freedom to models. Now, using the identity (M 
one sees that these loops cancel, so that the result is zero. Hence we nd that the mixing of the scalars does not induce any left-right components for the majoron coupling matrix. Figure 11 
